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MAA Mailing List Agreement 
The membership list is sold for your exclusive use on a one-time basis and cannot be duplicated, 
distributed or electronically manipulated for any other use than the one indicated on your request. 
Please allow up to 10 business days from the date we receive your request to process your order. The 
list will be sent via e-mail in an Excel file. (Please plan ahead; mailing lists will not be available until at 
least 3 weeks after each contest.) 
Approval Process: This order form must be accompanied by a sample of the material for which that the 
mailing list will be used. The order will be placed after the mailing sample is approved.  
 

MAA Mailing List Policy and Agreement 
 

1. Requestor shall utilize the MAA mailing list, in a Microsoft Excel Comma Separated Values File (.csv) file 
format, for a one-time use only in accordance with the policy listed below. Please note: Competition 
participants’ email addresses are not available for purchase or distribution. 
 

2. Requestor may not reproduce, market, or otherwise distribute the mailing list without the prior written 
consent of MAA. 

 
3. With the approval of MAA, requestor may utilize the mailing list for the purpose of promoting a meeting, 

program, symposia, or educational activity that may be of interest to mathematicians within the following 
guidelines: 

a. Dates of the meeting, program, or symposia must not conflict with the MAA MathFest and Joint 
Mathematical Meetings. 

b. Dates of the meeting, program, or symposia must not conflict with a scheduled MAA symposium, 
regional meeting, or educational activity 

 
4. Requestor may not utilize the mailing list for job posting purposes. All requests related to advertised 

employment opportunities should be submitted through MAA Headquarters. 
 

5. MAA has made every effort to ensure the currency or accuracy of data in lists, but cannot guarantee 
currency or accuracy for every individual entry. 

 
Purpose of Mailing List: ______________________________________________________________________________________ 
         (Please return this form with a sample of your mailing piece) 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________(Organization) agrees to the conditions of 
the Mathematical Association of America listed above.  
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AMC Mailing List Order Form: 
List:  

AMC10/12 Full List: (Estimated $15,000.00) 
AMC10/12 Decile Lists: (Estimated $1,500.00 per list) 

Top 10%    50-60% 
 10-20%    60-70% 
 20-30%    70-80% 
 30-40%    80-90% 
 40-50%    90-100% (Bottom 10%) 
AIME Mailing List: (Estimated $850.00) 
AMC 8 School List: $325.00 
AMC 10/12 School List: $625.00 
USAMO/USAJMO Mailing List: (Estimated $200.00) 

Purchase Order Number or Identification for this order:__________________ 
Fulfill to (email): ________________ 
Bill to: Organization Name:______________ 
 Attention:________________ 
 Address:_________________ 
 City/State/Zip:_________________ 
 Phone:_____________________ 
Payment Method: 

Check (payable to Mathematical Association of America) 
Credit Card 
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